PRESS RELEASE
The design radiator product range receives an addition to the
family

New head-turner: Elveo infrared radiator
A modern look with comfortable heat: With the Elveo infrared
radiator, the thermal comfort specialist has expanded their
bathroom and design radiator range by a pure electric version with
a high radiation component. The new WRX room control unit allows
simple, intelligent, and flexible temperature control for all design
radiator electrical solutions. Additional radiator models, especially
for a modern living environment, round off the product range
providing different looks.
Organically rounded or with a geometric edge, elegant or extravagant,
classic white or in brilliant colours – with their large range of shapes,
colours, and designs, Kermi bathroom and design radiators optimally
suit every interior design style.
NEW: Elveo infrared radiator with futuristic design
Classy, smooth, and flat is the shape language of the new pure
electrically operated Elveo infrared radiator which meets the increasing
demand for electrical heating solutions for efficient use of PV electricity
from own production. As an infrared radiator, it provides a high
proportion of cosy radiant heat. It not only heats the room air layer by
layer, but the radiated surfaces and bodies in the room, thereby
minimising air currents and dust dispersion.
The front of Elveo consist of single panel safety glass, as an option the
back of it can be coloured black or white. An elegant surrounding frame
made of sophisticated aluminium or coloured to match the radiator
rounds off the modern design. For the futuristic design to come into its
own, it is mounted on the wall with a very small gap. With different sizes
respectively, in vertical or horizontal alignment, and output levels of up
to 800 watts, Elveo is very flexible. Depending on the application,
variants are available for heating the room or heating towels. It is
particularly suitable for rooms, such as the kitchen or bathroom, where
heat is often required quickly for a short period of time. Chrome-plated
towel rails are available as an accessory for the models designed to
heat towels and can be mounted with the opening on the left or right as
required.
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As soon as the product was newly introduced, Elveo won the iF Design
Award in the Product class in the Building Technology category. This is
awarded once a year by the renowned, independent design institution iF
International Forum Design GmbH. Not only the design of the products
is decisive here for the international Jury – criteria such as innovation
and finish, functionality, and quality are assessed. The new Elveo
infrared radiator was a winner in all areas.
NEW: WRX control unit for flexible operation of electric solutions
For all electric solutions for design radiators from Kermi, the temperature
can be controlled using various control units. The flexible WRX room
control unit is the new member of the product range. It allows individual
climate profiles to be set up and allows several radiators to be controlled
– with self-explanatory, intuitive operation and structured, standardised
menu navigation. The e-ink technology of the display ensures energysaving operation.
Convenient: As a wireless version, the WRX control unit can be easily
removed from its wall holder – for comfortable, mobile operation. The
room controller designed in the modern “Soft edge” look in the colours
white, black, or in the colour combination black/white, matches the new
Elveo infrared radiator.
Six more design radiators for modern living space
The Decor-Arte Plan, Decor-Arte Line, Decor-Arte Pure, Fineo, and
Fineo Plan hot water radiators are also new in the Kermi product range.
The new design radiators are made of aluminium or steel, offer very
good heat output, and are also suitable for low temperature systems.
They look particularly good in a modern environment – either as a
minimalistic individual element or as a flat radiator, with a finely
structured surface or elegant recesses, with clear profiles or with
rounded edges. Various connection options, sizes, and colours allow
flexible use in bathrooms or living areas.
The additions to the product range are rounded off with the Mabeo Aero.
The pure electric radiator has wide, flat transverse pipes, as well as an
integrated fan and is therefore particularly suitable for installation in low
energy buildings and passive houses.
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As an infrared radiator, the new Elveo provides a high proportion of cosy
radiant heat. With its classy, futuristic desin combined with its functionality and
quality, the Elveo won the iF Design Award 2019.

The Elveo design radiator is available in different sizes in a vertical and
horizontal design. The back of the ESG glass front is coloured black or white
and the elegant frame is available in a choice of the radiator colour or
aluminium.
The new WRX control unit offers
modern, flexible control for the Kermi
design radiator electrical solutions –
including
energy-saving
E-Ink
technology. The control with the “Soft
Edge” design look can conveniently be
removed from its holder allowing mobile
use as well.
Source of all pictures: Kermi GmbH
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